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Transform Your Business

Partner with the Leading Cloud Hosting Provider
for Accounting Professionals
At Right Networks we believe accounting can be done so much better in the cloud.
Our team is driven by a desire to help firms of every size, accounting professionals, and SMBs
move their critical accounting and business applications into a cloud-connected world where
they can be more productive, collaborate more effectively, and scale with ease.

On-the-Go Access
Access the desktop software and
applications that you rely on every
day, like QuickBooks Desktop,
securely from anywhere on any
device.

Peace of Mind

Automatic Updates

Collaborate Seamlessly

Rest easy knowing that we handle
all software updates and security
patches for you, with no scheduled
downtime, so you can focus on
what matters most—your business.

Share information with clients
and peers in the cloud, maximizing
productivity. Collaborate on the
same QuickBooks files in real time,
from anywhere.

Application Ecosystem

Your data is stored in the same
Tier 4 data centers used by big
banks and multinational
corporations, so your data is
always protected, secure, and
easily accessible.

We bridge the gap between legacy
and full online solutions with a
cloud-connected ecosystem of
250+ best-in-class accounting
and business applications.

Time Back in Your Day
When you put the applications
that power your business in the
cloud, you and your team can
easily access files and work
smarter together, putting more
time back into your busy day.

Join the more than 150,000 users that trust us to deliver their businesscritical applications in the cloud every day.
To get started, call 1-888-210-0237 to speak with one of our specialists.
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Accounting & Tax
Solutions Packaged to
Fit Your Needs

Secure Cloud Storage
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Choose from our range of solutions and get the
convenience and flexibility of the cloud tailored to
your specific accounting needs.

QuickBooks
Desktop Cloud

Business
Cloud

Application
Cloud

Lacerte or
ProSeries

5 GB

10 GB

50 GB

70 GB

Google Chrome
PDF24
Printing Software
QuickBooks Desktop1
Automatic Application Updates
Contract Free
Expensify & Bill.com
Microsoft Excel
Unlimited Apps
Microsoft Office Standard or Office 3652
Lacerte or ProSeries
SmartVault & ShareFile
Right Signature

No matter the package you choose, we’ll always
provide the toolset you need to transform your
business.

Custom Cloud
Need a full-service solution designed to
reduce your IT burden?
Contact us to discuss a custom cloud
tailored to your unique business at
customcloudsales@rightnetworks.com.

UNPARALLELED
24/7 SUPPORT

CONTRACT FREE

100% ACCOUNTING
FOCUSED

1 Pricing does not include $5 per user, per month Intuit

surcharge for bring your own license or Right Networks license
purchases.

TOP-TIER
DATA CENTERS

EASY TEAM & APP
MANAGEMENT

WORK FROM
ANYWHERE

2 Licensing and/or subscriptions for third-party applications are
not included and would be provided by the vendor. Third-party
applications have no additional hosting fees, except for
Transaction Pro. Licensing for Microsoft products is included.
Please contact Right Networks for details.

Purchases, upgrades, and other package changes are charged
upon initiation of the service.
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